
CoinBowl: Innovative Exchange In Hong Kong
with 0.2% Lifetime Reward
CoinBowl is a brand new crypto exchange in Hong Kong letting traders purchase crypto of unlimited
quantity and at the most reasonable price.

HONG KONG, HONG KONG , HONG KONG, December 25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Shanzhai
Limited — founded in Hong Kong with offices in New York and California , has launched CoinBowl,
a new crypto exchange exclusively designed for Hong Kong people with payment method in both
cash on delivery (OTC) and bank transfer. On the launching, users are encouraged to participate
in referral program to earn 100 HKD instantly and 0.2% lifetime reward. 

CEO Claire Dang on the glaring gap in the market that inspired CoinBowl:
“We initiated CoinBowl with the purpose of introducing crypto to a market that is promising but
has inadequate approach to legitimate, scam proof exchanges, many of which are geographically
selective. Great numbers of residents in Asia seem to prefer paying by cash than paying by any
other payment methods, making many current technological solutions in crypto field
inappropriate for them. As a result, we combined cash payments and transactions in person. We
start in Hong Kong first, next will be Jakarta, Manila, Singapore,…”

Here’s what makes CoinBowl stand out.

Simple Procedure

With convenient, straightforward UI/UX design, CoinBowl makes it easy-to-use for both
experienced traders and newcomers.

Quick KYC Process

Simply typing your email address and it only takes a few minutes to undergo the whole KYC
process. Now you are ready to trade on CoinBowl!

Unlimited Purchasing

Depending on the level of verification, users can purchase crypto unlimited on CoinBowl at the
cheapest price in the market from 4,000HKD/day to no limit starting with verifying your email

Referral Program

Earn instant 100 HKD when sharing CoinBowl with a friend and 0.2% their trading lifetime
trading value. At the moment, no exchange platform has ever offered such referral program to
users.  

Various Payment Method

CoinBowl is associated with a secure payment gateway, and accepts a wide range of payment
methods — cash, bank transfers and payment apps such as TNG and Payoneer, which means
both online and offline transactions are easy.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://coinbowl.com/?utm_source=einpresswire&amp;utm_medium=release&amp;utm_campaign=launching20181216
https://coinbowl.com/promotion-programs?utm_source=einpresswire&amp;utm_medium=release&amp;utm_campaign=launching20181216


Delivery Service

The most distinctive feature between CoinBowl and other exchanges is that CoinBowl provides
delivery service on demand. Concerned about security, many traders want to make direct
transactions in public instead of online ones. In response to this demand, CoinBowl will make an
appointment at public places such as café, restaurants to deliver crypto and conduct direct
payment. Especially, no additional fee.

At present, this service is only available in Hong Kong. More cities will be applied soon.
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